Binding Perfection Workshop – With Sewing Machines
Student Supply List
Sue Heinz
This class focuses on how to sew a show-quality, ¼” ‘standard’ binding. Don’t be
fooled into thinking this is the ‘same old’ technique you are used to. This
amazing technique works without relying on any pins, clips, gadgets, or
calculators! A kit will be provided. It will contain a pre-quilted and squared quilt
sandwich to bind along with well-starched, pre-cut binding strips.
After we complete our binding sample, Sue will demonstrate some fun, simpleto-stunning ideas that will take your newly found binding skills to the next level.
Sewing Machine Related:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring your own machine, cleaned and well-oiled. Don’t forget your power cord!
A basic sewing kit.
Multi-plug power stick and extension cord for your machine.
¼” straight-stitch foot – (same foot you use for piecing ¼” seams).
Bright green (like spring grass green – or a medium grey) cotton (50 weight) or
poly (60 weight) thread. Aurifil, Glide and Isacord brands of thread are all great
choices.
Bobbin filled with the same thread as above.

Bring your own iron (travel-sized are great) and a small ironing pad. No steam needed!
Irons will be shared – one iron per every two students, so coordinate with your friends.
Notions:
•
•
•
•

One Elmer Tip Set – available from Sue for purchase in class (or at the lecture) for
$5 + tax.
4 oz. bottle of Elmer brand, WHITE, Washable School glue. Please do not bring
any other brand or color. Do Not Purchase Elmer in the gallon size – I’ll explain
more about that later!
Large-eyed, size #10 between, hand-sewing needles (or your favorite needle for
hand-sewing bindings).
Note paper, pen, and a pencil.

Questions? Contact either your Guild Representative or Sue at SueHeinz.com.

